LEANING OUT OF WINDOWS 2016-2020
Art and Physics Collaborations through Aesthetic Transformations

October 2, 2016

Dear Lisa,
We are following up on the Sept 30 Orientation session for the Leaning Out of Windows
project. We all enjoyed the conversation immensely. We are looking forward to taking these
discussions further at the October 11 Workshop on Process Design as well as the follow up
conversations from that event.
What we envision is a flexible and open process whereby the scientists are able to join us in
whatever capacity works with their schedules and interests. During the next year there are
several possibilities for engagement that can be stand alone events or part of a larger
contribution. Here is a list of the kinds of events we would like to have with the scientists.
We are open to the permutations.
Oct. 11 Workshop on Process Design
Emily Carr University 11 am – 3 pm with catered lunch and refreshments
This will be a facilitator led workshop and conversation on the experimental set up that will
inform the following year of events. One important outcome after this workshop is 1) that a
science concept needs to be decided upon by a group of scientists and 2) who exactly will
deliver the science seminar on the science concept on Jan 20.
October, November, December Post workshop meetings
Whether a scientist attends the Oct 11 workshop or not we would like to have smaller
conversations on the ideas discussed. We will formulate specific questions in order to seek
further feedback on the experimental set up. These meetings might involve a summary of
the workshop and/or specific questions. The goal is to develop parallel streams and decide
on:
- the choreography of artist/physicist conversations
- length of production periods
- how artists receive physics concept
- details on transfers of art works between artists + back to physicists
- initial organization of translation hub in the fall of 2017

January 20, 2017 Science Seminar
TRIUMF 9 am – 1 pm
A small group of scientists present the science topic.
January to August 2017 Artistic Production with transfers of artworks
For those interested scientists, a specific stream of artists will have access to scientists for
ongoing discussions about the science concept.

We would like to know how many people from TRIUMF will attend the upcoming workshop
event by Oct 5. And if there are people not available on Oct 11 we would like to know if
they are open to being contacted for follow up conversations in October and November.
We hope this is enough information for you to assemble a group of interested physicists.
Many thanks
Ingrid and Randy

